Dermalift Non Surgical Facelift

Dermalift Non Surgical Facelift (Salon only)
The non-surgical facelift was devised after 20 years of medical research to treat victims of
strokes and Bell’s palsy
Every cell has an electrical charge which powers blood circulation, oxygen transport, nutrition,
and detoxification. Through the process of Bell’s palsy, the cells lose a significant amount of
their electrical charge. This results in a decrease of cellular health and vitality. For facial
appearance, it means the cells do not have the power to sustain the tone, symmetry, and
effectiveness of the facial nerves, muscles and skin. Micro-current technology delivers a fine
electrical current that enables cells to recharge and hold a higher electrical potential. This
means cells get more blood circulation, more oxygen, more nutrition, and more efficient
detoxification.

Dermalift Microface will successfully, lift & tone tired & sagging muscles & reduce lines &
wrinkles, reduce puffiness around the eyes, improve acned skin, advanced dermalift lymphatic
activation resulting in a much improved more youthful appearance without the use of surgery.

Dermalift Microface uses micro currents of infinitely adjustable timed pulses and frequencies
and of a specifically chosen wave form, gently applied through specially designed facial probes.
Now available to selected salons and clinics whose therapists have been fully trained and have
qualified professionally, enabling them to treat various facial needs – all without the use of
surgery.

Is Dermalift comfortable?
A dermalift treatment is extremely comfortable. When the gentle micro currents are applied to
the facial muscles and tissue of the face, neck and throat they gently stimulate those areas that
have lost their youthful glow and resilience.
The finer lines that have formed around the eyes will start to diminish and your skin texture will
take on a much fresher appearance, feeling smoother and regenerated.

How many treatments?
Normally a series of six to twelve sessions are needed for the optimum results to be achieved,
followed by visits to the salon every four to six weeks, to maintain the more youthful, fresher and
healthier appearance that your face has become accustomed to.
Though this is based on the norm, the majority of clients have seen an improvement and
difference after only a single treatment.
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Dermalift Non Surgical Facelift

Individual treatment - 1¼ hours ................. 38 Euro (Salon
only)
Course of Ten Treatments ........................
300 Euro
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